
Addendum

Radiological Survey Report US Army Evans Area, Fort Monmouth,
Wall Township, New Jersey, Prepared July 1997. Radiological
Status Survey of Farm House Area, Sewage Treatment Plant,
Residents and Associated Buildings, August 1996 - July 1997.

1. The following is provided in response to your request for
additional information on soil sample background data.

Soil Sample background area. The area identified as Charles
Wood Area, Reference 1 (CWA RI) is the best physical match for
the area in which soil samples were taken at Evans Area, zones
1 and 1A. CWA R1 is an open field that is mowed and the
cuttings are not removed. Evans Area zones 1 and 1A soil
samples were primarily collected in open field locations.. CWA
R1 is the background reference data to use with the zone 1 and
1A soil samples.

2. Additional data and analysis of water collected from the
sublevel of building 9080.

Building 9080 sublevel water sample. The original data summary
reported the gross beta activity for this water sample at
44.649 pCi per liter (.0.044 pCi per milliliter). The alpha
activity and gamma activity were both at background levels.
The beta activity was evaluated and determined to be at
background activity levels (soil sample gross beta background
5.241 pCi per gram). However, when compared to the other water
samples in the data summary this samples activity is seven
times greater than any of the rest. To verify that this
activity was background the NRC request a sample of water from
9080 be shipped for their analysis and a further data review
was requested to explain the difference in sample activity. A
sample was collected and shipped to the NRC. Additional
samples from 9080 and 9004 were collected and counted.

These results and the original data were review and analyzed.
The conclusion of the review and analysis is, the activity in
building 9080's water sample is a factor of four time greater
than the water in building 9004, and it is background activity.
The elevated beta reading has been further evaluated and it has
been determined that the reading is the result of a physical
difference in the construction of building 9 080's sublevel.
Plus, the original samples activity was calculated higher than
actual due to the use of a conservative correction factor for
beta attenuation due to sample residual mass.

Building 9080 was the control building for the sewage treatment
plant's process control. The sublevel of 9080 is not a



basement its a process control tank. Ground water entering
through the walls above the tank collects in the tank. Once in
the tank the water is primarily removed by evaporation. This
results in a concentration of ground water dissolved solids in
the sublevel of building 9080. Meanwhile, the basement of 9004
is filled with ground water that passes through the basement
walls and flows down grade and out the basement walls with no
build up of dissolved solids.

The total solids in a water sample are determined by weight.
The planchets the samples are dried on for counting are weighed
before and after the sample transfer, the weight difference is
the total solids in the sample. This weight is entered in the
"residual mass" column on the LB5100-W Low Background Counting
Systems, analysis report. The comparison of the residual mass
in equal volume water samples from building 9080 and 9004 show
that building 9080 samples have four times the residual mass of
building 9004. When the beta raw count data is compared
building 9080 has four times more counts than building 9004.
This four to one relationship of residual mass to raw counts
was consistent in all samples collected from 9080 and 9004.

A residual mass correction factor curve is used, by the LB5100-
W, to compensate for beta attenuation as residual mass
increases. The raw count is multiplied by a correction factor
of one or greater to correct for counts lost due to
attenuation. The correction factors value increases as the
samples residual mass increases. The residual mass correction
values are determined by counting spiked samples with residual
masses ranging from 10 milligrams to 300 milligrams. The
results of these counts generate a graph of percent counts per
milligram mass. The LB5100-W automatically selects the
correction factor from this curve when a value is entered for
the samples residual mass. When the original building 9080
water sample was processed this correction factor was 1.8 for
200 milligrams. The correction curve was checked during this
data evaluation and it was determined that it was overly
conservative. The mass correction curve was adjusted and the
new samples have a correction factor of 1.1 for 200 milligrams.
This correction factor was verified by spikedsample counting
which resulted in an activity report value that was within five
percent of the spiked activity.

The two factors, building construction and mass correction
factor, explain the elevated beta activity in the origi-nal
reported. The expanded evaluation of the original analysis and
new samples shows the activity in building 9008's water samples
is elevated but it is the product of an evaporation process
that has concentrated the total solids in the water. The
activity in building 9080's sublevel water is natural



background radiation. The fact that building 9080 has been
vacant for over twenty years indicates that this concentration
build up has been a slow process. It should be noted that this
sublevel will be eliminated after unrestricted release of the
property is granted. Building 9080 is schedule for demolition
and the sublevel will be filled to grade.

Copies of the counting data sample and gamma spectroscopy
analysis are included in the accompanying documentation for
your review.

3. Requested instrument quality assurance documents and
calibrations for field and laboratory instruments are in the
accompanying documentation.


